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Chromosomal Location of Genes for Resistance to Karnal Bunt in Wheat

J. C. Nelson, J. E. Autrique, G. Fuentes-Dávila, and M. E. Sorrells*

ABSTRACT Chemical control of the disease with fungicides ap-
plied near flowering stage is only partially effective ow-Karnal bunt (Tilletia indica Mitra) infestation of wheat (Triticum
ing to the varied modes of spore transmission. It isaestivum L.) kernels reduces grain quality. Deployment of genetic

resistance would be preferable to chemical applications for control commercially impractical (Fuentes-Dávila and Ra-
of the disease. Inoculation studies were carried out in a wheat mapping jaram, 1994) because of the zero tolerance level for KB
population with the aim of locating genes for resistance. Recombinant spores imposed by importing countries. Development
inbred (RI) lines from a cross between a resistant synthetic wheat of resistant cultivars is the preferred control measure.
(Triticum turgidum ‘Altar 84’ 3 T. tauschii ) and the susceptible The main sources of resistance in CIMMYT’s breeding
common wheat cultivar ‘Opata 85’ were inoculated with Karnal bunt program have been Chinese, Indian, and Brazilian
sporidial suspension and evaluated for symptom development in the

wheats (Fuentes-Dávila and Rajaram, 1994).field for three seasons and in the greenhouse. Based on restriction
Durum wheat (Triticum durum Desf.) cultivars typi-fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analyses, regions on chromo-

cally show higher levels of field resistance to KB thansome arms 3BS and 5AL carrying marker alleles from the Altar durum
bread wheat (Gill et al., 1981; Gill et al., 1983). Underparent were consistently associated with reduced kernel disease. Main

marker effects accounted for up to 32% of disease variation in the spray inoculation, which mimics natural attack, both
field but only 15% in the greenhouse, where the level of disease was durums and triticales (3 Triticosecale Wittmack)
higher, suggesting an environmental component of resistance. The showed less disease than bread wheats (Warham, 1988).
tagging of these Karnal bunt partial-resistance genes in tetraploid and However, the more severe boot inoculation technique
hexaploid backgrounds may facilitate the accumulation of resistance (described below) gave similar disease levels across
via marker-assisted transfer to susceptible durum and common wheat crops, suggesting that field resistance is partly morpho-
cultivars. This practice should reduce laborious disease screening re-

logical. Bread wheat (genome formula AABBDD) isquirements.
an ancestral hybrid between tetraploid durum wheat
(T. turgidum, genome formula AABB) and the wild dip-
loid Aegilops squarrosa L. (5 Ae. or T. tauschii, genome

Karnal or partial bunt (KB) was first identified in formula DD). In crosses between durums and bread1931 in wheat fields near Karnal, India. Susceptible wheats followed by successive backcrosses to wheat,wheat cultivars are attacked via floral infection by higher KB susceptibility accompanied restoration of theseed-, air-, or soil-borne sporidia, resulting in partial wheat spike morphology (Gill et al., 1983).replacement of kernels with masses of teliospores. These Homoeology of the wheat genomes with those of wildimpart a foul odor to the grain and reduce its fitness and cultivated diploids in the tribe Triticeae makes thefor consumption. The principal wheat-growing areas af- latter, especially Ae. squarrosa, ready sources of genesfected by KB include northwestern India, Pakistan, and for wheat improvement. Accessions of several Aegilopsnorthwestern Mexico. The disease appeared in the Ya- species were screened for KB resistance under green-qui Valley of Mexico in the early 1970s and recently house conditions (Warham et al., 1986) via boot inocula-has caused problems in the U.S. states of Arizona and tion. In nine species, all tested accessions showed com-California (Anonymous, 1996). plete resistance. It was also observed in five of 12 Ae.
squarrosa accessions. Among cultivated diploid Triti-
ceae, all barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) and many ryeJ.C. Nelson and M.E. Sorrells, Dep. of Plant Breeding and Biometry,

252 Emerson Hall, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, NY 14853, USA. J.E. Au- (Secale cereale L.) accessions proved highly KB-resistant
trique and G. Fuentes-Dávila, Wheat Program, International Maize (Warham, 1988), suggesting their potential use as resis-
and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT), Apdo. Postal 6-641, tance sources.06600 Mexico, D.F., Mexico. Received 12 March 1997. *Correspond-
ing author (mes12@cornell.edu).

Abbreviations: RFLP, restriction fragment length polymorphism; RI,
recombinant inbred; KB, Karnal bunt.Published in Crop Sci. 38:231–236 (1998).
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Studies of natural KB infection in various aneuploid Karnal Bunt Inoculation and Disease Assessment
stocks involving cv. Chinese Spring and D-genome chro- Field evaluations for KB were carried out in the Yaqui
mosome addition and substitution lines in T. turgidum Valley at Ciudad Obregón, Sonora state, Mexico, during the
cv. Langdon suggested a strong D-genome influence on 1992-1993, 1993-1994, and 1994-1995 crop cycles. The RI lines
resistance (Gill et al., 1981). Combination of resistance and parents were planted in isolated fields in plots consisting

of 2-m beds at 75-cm spacing, each seeded with two rows 15from Ae. squarrosa with the field resistance of durum
cm apart at the top of the bed. Duplicate trials were plantedwheats may be accomplished via direct crossing fol-
in the second two cycles but plots were not randomized. In alowed by somatic chromosome doubling (Mujeeb-Kazi
single study, lines were artificially inoculated in the green-et al., 1987). The amphiploid can then be crossed with
house at El Batán station near Mexico City. Greenhouse plant-standard wheat cultivars for conventional breeding.
ings consisted of two pots for each entry, each containing fourHigh levels of KB resistance have been found in such plants. Temperatures were set to a minimum of 148C (night)

synthetic wheats (Multani et al., 1988; Villareal et al., and 248C (day), with 14-h daylength under natural light. Artifi-
1994, 1996) including AABBAmAm hexaploids made cial inoculation in all studies employed sporidia harvested
with T. monococcum (Gill et al., 1988). from 4-wk-old cultures of T. indica grown from teliospores

There is evidence that genes from diverse sources may collected from various Yaqui Valley locations, germinated and
cultured as described in Warham (1988). At the booting stagebe combined in wheat cultivars to confer KB resistance.
when awns were just emerging, 12 spikes of each entry wereCrosses among one susceptible and six resistant geno-
inoculated with 2 mL of inoculum via hypodermic syringetypes of diverse origin, followed by segregation analysis
(Aujla et al., 1980). Each milliliter of inoculum carried approx-in F3 families, revealed six different genes governing
imately 10 000 secondary sporidia suspended in water. Inocula-resistance (Fuentes-Dávila et al., 1995). Another partial
tions were done in the afternoon. Relative humidity (RH) indiallel study showed resistance in F3 progeny of diverse the greenhouse was around 60%. In the field 90% RH was

resistant parents to segregate as a combination of single maintained via intermittent overhead misting of plants, three
nonallelic dominant resistances (Morgunov et al., 1994). to five times/d for 8 min depending upon prevailing weather
These studies suggested that resistant wheats carried conditions. At maturity, the inoculated spikes were harvested
one to three major resistance genes having varying de- individually and hand-threshed. Percentage of infection was

expressed as the visually estimated proportion of infectedgrees of dominance and interacting additively when
grains in each spike.combined.

No definitive chromosomal assignment has been
made for a KB resistance gene, although chromosomes Data Analysis
of wheat homoeologous group 6 (Gill et al., 1981), chro-

Means were determined for eight to 12 spikes of each entry.mosomes 1A, 1D, and 4D (Gill et al., 1983), and six Four hundred markers from the published RFLP maps cited
other chromosomes in the remaining groups (Gill et al., above, covering all the wheat chromosomes, were used for
1990) have been reported to affect disease. Testing of simple and interval regression analysis, the latter by the
chromosome addition lines in the susceptible wheat method of Haley and Knott (1992). A log likelihood ratio
‘Chinese Spring’ showed barley chromosomes 1H and (LOD) threshold of about 3.2 in this RI population yields an

experimentwise significance level of 0.05 (Lander and4H (Dhaliwal et al., 1987; Chauhan and Singh, 1994)
Botstein, 1989), but lower effects were reported if repeatedlyand rye chromosomes 6R or 7R (Dhaliwal et al., 1987)
observed. Permutation analysis (Churchill and Doerge, 1994)to confer resistance. The Triticeae thus offer an array
supported a still more lenient acceptance threshold. Whenof usable resistances for genetic control of KB.
sequential interval analyses were carried out on disease dataA synthetic hexaploid with high KB resistance (Vil-
randomly shuffled 5000 times, 99% of maximum LOD valueslareal et al., 1994) was crossed with a susceptible wheat recorded over a chromosome fell below 2.7, without regard

cultivar to generate a recombinant inbred (RI) popula- to whether the chromosome was among those thought to carry
tion. The RI lines were used in the construction of an a resistance gene.
extensive RFLP map of the wheat genome (van Deynze For separation of nonadditive gene effects, two methods
et al., 1995; Nelson et al., 1995a,b,c; Marino et al., 1996). were used. In one, a marker locus thought to be associated

with a resistance gene was tested for two-way interaction withThe purpose of this study was to map Karnal bunt resis-
all other markers in the dataset via the contrast of pooledtance genes in this material.
coupling- vs. pooled repulsion-phase disease means, identical
to an interaction test by analysis of variance. In the other

MATERIALS AND METHODS method, RI lines both showing resistance and carrying the
resistance-associated marker allele at the locus were removedGermplasm
from the dataset and regression analysis was performed on

The study was conducted on subsets of 114 F7 lines devel- the remaining lines. All marker analyses were performed with
oped from a cross between a synthetic hexaploid (‘Altar 84’/ the computer program QGene (Nelson, 1997).
Ae. squarrosa WPI 219) (Synthetic) and the spring wheat Heritability of the disease response was estimated from a
cultivar ‘Opata 85’ (Opata). Altar is the most Karnal bunt- linear model computed with JMP 3.1 software (SAS Institute,
resistant durum cultivar grown commercially in northwestern 1995) incorporating data from the 64 RI lines scored in dupli-
Mexico (Fuentes-Dávila and Rajaram, 1994). The F1 was made cate trials in both 1994 and 1995. Factors were genotype, year,
in Mexico and randomly selected F2 progeny were advanced and genotype 3 year, effects were treated as random, and
in the greenhouse to the F6 at Ithaca, NY, by single-seed computed mean squares were equated with expected to form
descent. The F7 generation was grown in the field and small heritability estimates and confidence intervals on a line mean

basis following Knapp et al. (1985).quantities of seed were sent to Mexico for seed increase.
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Table 1. Mean and range of infection percent, number of lines Table 2. Correlations of Karnal bunt disease scores across field
scored, and heading-date differences between scored and un- and greenhouse inoculation trials for Synthetic/Opata RI lines.
scored lines in the Synthetic/Opata RI population evaluated for

Trial 1993 1994.1 1994.2 1995.1 1995.2Karnal blunt disease in field and greenhouse inoculation trials.
1994.1 0.50***% Kernels Days to heading for scored
1994.2 0.54*** 0.92***infected and unscored plants
1995.1 0.34*** 0.37*** 0.52***
1995.2 0.50*** 0.48*** 0.62*** 0.78***Trial Mean Range Lines Scored Unscored D days
Greenhouse† 0.11 0.20 0.16 0.26* 0.27*

1993 3.0 0–25.5 78 57.0 60.4 3.4
1994.1 6.1 0–40.6 76 56.9 60.3 3.4 *,*** Indicates significance at P 5 0.05 and 0.01, respectively.
1994.2 5.6 0–30.6 67 56.7 60.0 3.3
1995.1 8.0 0–34.6 96 57.6 60.1 2.5 tently detected across trials. The other source of resis-1995.2 11.4 0–48.2 94 57.6 59.8 2.2
Greenhouse 11.9 0–74.7 108 57.9 60.4 2.5 tance was the distal region of 5AL. These putative

resistance genes were contributed by Altar durum, the
KB-resistant donor of A- and B-genome chromosomesRESULTS AND DISCUSSION to the synthetic hexaploid parent. Field R2 values for
the 3BS region ranged from 0.16 to 0.24 and for theKarnal bunt inoculation results are unreliable when
5AL regions from 0.12 to 0.16 (Table 3).artificial infections are delayed because higher field tem-

In the greenhouse trial, no region but the primary oneperatures reduce infection rates (Smilanick et al., 1989).
on 3BS reduced disease. The low correlation betweenThe number of lines screened for disease was thus a
greenhouse and field inoculation response suggests thesubset of the population heading 2 to 3 d earlier (Table
role of nongenetic factors in KB response and also sug-1) in a range of 50 to 101 d. The wide range in heading
gests that caution is needed in predicting field resistancedate was associated with the segregation of several ma-
from greenhouse tests. Several lines that showed highjor earliness genes in the population (Nelson et al.,
levels of disease in field trials were free of disease in1995c; see also below). Cooler temperatures during the
the greenhouse, and the reverse was also observed.1994-1995 growing cycle allowed the scoring of a larger

No markers on D-genome donor chromosomes werenumber of lines.
associated with resistance, even though the Ae. squar-The average disease score of Opata over the 3 yr of
rosa donor (WPI 219) was free of disease in greenhousefield evaluation was 32.5%, while that of Altar was
trials (Villareal et al., 1994). Both WPI 219 and the1.1%. The synthetic parent, which is late-heading, was
synthetic parent have tight glumes that may impedenot scored in this study but Villareal et al. (1994) re-
penetration of the fungus under field conditions, butported a range of 0.1 to 1.8% disease for this parent
the effect of this character on infection at the boot stageover 3 yr.
is unknown. Although Multani et al. (1988) demon-Heritability of field disease response was estimated
strated the expression of Ae. squarrosa KB resistanceas 0.76, with a 90% confidence interval of 0.63 to 0.84.
in amphiploids derived from crosses with susceptibleHeritability computed on a per-plot basis as the propor-
durums, genes effective in a diploid donor can be sup-tion of phenotypic variance accounted for by variance
pressed in a hexaploid background (Trottet et al., 1982;among plots was also high, 0.67. While these values
Kimber, 1983).should be taken as upper limits owing to the nonran-

domization of plots in the trials, they support the consen-
sus from other reports that KB resistance is under rela-
tively simple genetic control.

Greenhouse-grown plants showed weaker growth and
60% fewer spikelets per spike than field-grown. KB
infection in the greenhouse was more severe than in the
field (Table 1). Correlation coefficients across duplicate
plots and years of evaluation appear in Table 2. Not
surprisingly, lower correlations were observed between
than within years. No correlation was found between
disease score and heading time or height recorded for
the same RI lines in other trials in the same seasons
(results not shown). Frequency distributions for all six
KB evaluations were skewed toward lower disease
scores (Fig. 1).

Chromosomal Location of Resistance Genes
Marker analysis of KB disease scores showed two

chromosomes carrying genes influencing resistance. The
Fig. 1. Distribution of percentage Karnal bunt-infected kernels/spikeregion most influential and consistent across years and

among Synthetic/Opata RI lines in second 1995 field inoculationreplicate plots was located in the proximal portion of trial. Above, entire set of lines; below, lines remaining after removal
chromosome arm 3BS (Fig. 2). An adjacent pericen- of resistant lines carrying the resistance-associated allele of RFLP

marker Xcdo1164-3BS.tromeric region showing lower influence was also consis-
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Fig. 2. Chromosome locations of putative Karnal bunt resistance genes expressed in RI wheat lines from the cross Synthetic 3 Opata 85. Short
arms are toward tops of chromosomes and centromere positions are at the 0 position on the centimorgan scale. Contours along chromosomes
show maximum LOD scores for interval mapping based on field and greenhouse ratings for proportion of diseased kernels per spike. All
resistance effects are from the Altar durum contributor to the Synthetic parent. Maximum LOD scores are shown at base of maps. Vertical
reference lines drawn in some plots show the LOD 3.2 threshold corresponding to formal significance in a single trial (see text).

A C-band cytological marker, CB3Bsa (J.C. Nelson, major genes controlling heading date. If there were a
J. Zhang, B. Friebe, 1995, unpublished data) was more coupled resistance gene in the same region, e.g. on chro-
closely associated with KB disease in the 1994 trials mosome arm 5AL where Altar carries Vrn1 (Nelson et
than was any RFLP marker. This marker, about 13 cM al., 1995c), such selection could have reduced both the
proximal to Xcdo1164-3BS, showed distorted segrega- level of disease in the earlier trials and the observed
tion and did not map well among the neighboring mark- effect of markers in this region. Because both effects
ers. It was therefore not included in interval analysis of were observed, each line was coded as selected or not
the KB data. The 18 tested lines carrying CB3Bsa selected for inoculation and the resulting binary indica-
showed mean disease of 11.6 and the 48 lines without tor variable was tested against all markers in the dataset
it, 3.4; F 5 29.0, R2 5 0.31. by chi-squared tests of independence. For all five field

trials there was a high correlation (example, Table 4)
Possible Influence of Selective Screening between membership in the inoculated subset and pos-

on Marker Analysis session of the marker genotype of the earlier parent in
the neighborhood of a major heading-date gene. ThisSelecting only earlier-heading lines for inoculation

would likely have favored lines with earliness alleles at proved to be not Vrn1 but an Opata gene on chromo-
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Table 4. Association of the RFLP allele at marker Xbcd1970-Table 3. Estimated disease reduction provided by Altar durum
genotype at putative Karnal bunt resistance loci in Synthetic/ 2DS (see text) with selection of a Synthetic/Opata wheat RI

line for Karnal bunt inoculation and scoring in field trial 1994.2.Opata wheat RI lines.

Marker interval Map† Effect‡ LOD R2 Trial§ Marker genotype†

XATPase.1-Xcdo1164 3BS 5.0 3.1 0.17 1993 SS OO Total
7.8 3.3 0.18 1994.1

Scored lines 15 50 657.1 3.7 0.22 1994.2
Unscored lines 30 12 457.5 3.5 0.16 1995.1
Total 45 62 11014.2 4.9 0.24 1995.2
x2 5 20.5**12.6 2.5 0.10 Greenhouse

Xmwg2112-Xcdo20 5AL 6.3 2.1 0.12 1994.1 ** Indicates significance at P 5 0.001.6.2 2.5 0.16 1994.2 † SS: Synthetic; OO: Opata homozygote.Xabg391-Xfba351 5AL 6.5 2.6 0.12 1995.1
11.0 3.4 0.16 1995.2

85 carries a single dominant gene for partial KB resis-† Map: Chromosome and arm of the interval indicated in the Interval
column. tance, based on segregation in .200 F2 progeny from a

‡ Effect: reduction associated with Altar homozygote at the locus, in % cross with a susceptible wheat. In our study the RI linesbunted kernels/spike, estimated as twice the slope of the best-fitting
regression in the interval. showed no significant reduction of disease by Opata

§ Trial: for field trials, shows year and replicate of screening plot in Ciudad alleles at any marker locus unless partitioned as de-
Obregón, Mexico.

scribed above. This result might be caused by chance
segregation distortions leading to an observed under-some arm 2DS, presumably the photoperiod-insensitiv-
representation of plants with susceptibility alleles atity gene Ppd1, that strongly affects several traits includ-
markers for both major Altar loci and secondary Opataing heading date (J.E. Autrique, 1994, unpublished
loci. Other influences might be gene suppression in thisdata). Unless the 2DS arm carries a resistance gene,
cross or differential virulence of pathogen isolates.there is no reason to think that selective screening biased
There is no evidence of physiologic specialization bythe KB results. Morgunov et al. (1994) found insignifi-
T. indica (Bonde et al., 1996).cant heading-date differences between KB-resistant

Multiple regression of disease scores on the two mark-and -susceptible F3 materials.
ers most closely linked to the putative 3BS and 5AL
genes in any of the six trials gave R2 values (up to 0.40Gene Action for field trials and 0.12 for greenhouse) that averaged
75% of the sum of R2 values from regression on theA distribution containing an excess of resistant lines

might result from the complementary action of (in the individual markers (data not shown) . With the evidence
from partitioning tests, this result suggests that the twosimplest case) two resistance genes, either conferring

resistance even in the absence of the other. In this case a putative major genes do not give entirely cumulative
effects and may have related mechanisms of action.contrast of allele-class disease means at a tested marker

locus would underestimate the effect of a gene linked Of nine RI lines that were highly resistant in all field
and greenhouse tests, only three (not shown) carriedto it. One would expect removal of lines whose resis-

tance was due to an identified gene of large effect to the resistance-associated Altar durum allele at the
marker loci flanking both putative resistance genes onexpose the effects of other genes. Removal from the

dataset of the resistant RI lines carrying the Altar allele 3BS and 5AL. This finding supports the presence of
minor genes conditioning KB resistance in this material.at marker locus Xcdo1164-3B reduced the skewness of

the disease-severity distribution (Fig. 1). Analysis of the Their identification would likely require larger repli-
cated trials, or gene isolation via marker-aided back-remaining lines showed a magnified disease variation

associated with the 5AL region and also indicated a crossing.
region on 3BL in which Opata alleles were associated
with resistance in both 1994 and 1995 field trials (Table CONCLUSION2, Fig. 2). It should be noted that estimates of effect
based on such partitioning are reduced by misclassifica- The mapping of genes conditioning Karnal bunt resis-

tance in wheat should assist in the management of thesetion errors resulting from recombination between the
primary gene and the marker used for partitioning. important resources. Like genes detected in earlier stud-

ies, these do not confer immunity to the disease, butMarker interaction scans, which differed from the
above operation only in partitioning lines solely on appear to interact additively to reduce its severity. Con-

tinuing accumulation of resistance genes identified inmarker genotype without regard to their disease reac-
tion, showed several other chromosomal regions in cultivated wheats and wild relatives, a prospect sup-

ported by the relatively high heritability of disease re-which Opata marker alleles were associated with lower
disease than were Altar or T. tauschii alleles in plants sponse indicated by this and earlier studies, may lead

to a degree of genetic control able to substitute forlacking the Altar allele of the marker closest to the
putative 3BS or 5AL resistance gene. Regions signifi- chemical means. The genes identified here should be

transferrable by conventional selection. However, DNAcant (P , 0.001) in more than one year were found on
chromosomes 2A, 2B, 4B, and 6D (results not shown). marker prescreening might be used to reduce the te-

dious manual evaluation of spike disease and would beThese findings are suggestive of Opata contributions to
resistance in this cross, but not definitive owing to the particularly attractive for use in areas where field release

of the pathogen is forbidden.limited sample size, further reduced to 30 or 40 lines
by partitioning. Singh et al. (1995) concluded that Opata All data will be placed in the GrainGenes database.
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